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What Its For

If you will pardon my grammer, HomeCard is made to be a database for home use.
Most people have a number of lists that they normally keep in filling card
boxes, rotary files, little black books, and so forth.  Most of these spend
most of their time lost or hopelessly out of date.  They tend to run out of
pages.  They also tend to be eaten by the baby, doused with soda and generally
harassed.  Fortunately, the computer is better respected in the average
household than any paper product.

HomeCard is easy to use and easy to change.  It allows you to make copies of
the information it contains in flexible ways.  Old information can be updated
by simply typing over the old data.  Needed cards are so easily found that
sorting and card order become unimportant.  In short, HomeCard is a filing box
with a magic pencil and a built-in secretary.

Some common boxes that HomeCard can replace are: Christmas lists, Telephone
files, Mail lists, Recipe boxes, Business reference lists, day journals,
personel files, and just about anything that qualifies as a list of records.
One strength of HomeCard is that related lists can be placed in one box where
they can be seen together or separately and cards can be in more than one list.

Although HomeCard was not designed to be a full-fledged database or a general
purpose word processor, you will find its search and editing abilities to be on
a par with business and professional software.  In addition, because HomeCard
was made for the home, it is as easy to learn and use as we could make it.

Loading HomeCard:

1)  Turn on your disk drive, monitor, and any other peripherals you expect to
be using during your HomeCard session (ie, printer or modem)



2)  Insert the HomeCard disk (side #1) into the drive and close the drive door.

3)  Make sure no cartridges are in the cartridge slot.  Turn on your computer.
XL and XE owners do not need to hold down the OPTION key during booting,
because HomeCard disables BASIC automatically.

How it Works

Before we get any further, you will notice '*' occasionally.  The '*' is used
the first time a word that is in the glossary is mentioned.  Some of these
terms are *'computerese' and some are terms that have been made up to help
explain what HomeCard is doing.

HomeCard divides a disk into three parts.  It stores the text for its 233
filing cards on the first part.  Certain information about those cards is kept
separately on the second part for faster use.  Finally, on the third part,
certain things that you decide about the way you want to use HomeCard are
stored.  This last set of values is called *'box dependant variables'.  They
change when you change disks so that they always fit the list in each box and
only have to be set once.  (They can still be changed at any time.)  From now
on, box dependant variables are going to be called *BDV's.  All of these parts
make up the *'box'.

The filing cards are of two very different types.  The first type is called a
*front card.  Front cards see themselves as having 12 lines with 32 characters
each.  Each of these lines is separate from the next and text is not usually
allowed to spill from one line to the next.  When you search through the box,
only the front cards are shown.  The second card type is, (any guesses?), the
*back card.  Back cards are one long line of 384 characters.  Each back is the
*daughter of some front card.  Only backs can be connected this way.  A front
card can possess as many back cards as the box can hold.  (Actually, the front
card owns only the first back, which owns the second, and so forth.)  When a
front card has backs it shows with a spiral binding at the bottom.  Only front
cards can be *ripped and only fronts are used by the Find Mode.  Backs are for
additional information when a front is not large enough.  The best way to
mentally envision a box is as a row of front cards laid out side by side, some
of which are actually stacks with back cards underneath.

First Impressions

HomeCard has two foyers.  The first is the 'front page' and I guess the second
is the next page.  When you first enter the main body of HomeCard, you are
asked to 'Press Select for Menu Mode'.  If you press any key or enough time
passes, you fall from the second front page to the Menu Mode.  Get this to
happen.  Menu Mode will be discussed later. What I want to show you now is all
the stuff at the bottom of the screen.  These last 4 lines are there no matter
where you are in HomeCard.  They tell you where you are, how you're doing and
what HomeCard thinks you should or can do next.  The top line of these last
four is the Option Line.  The Option Line normally tells you how to leave the
mode you are in or how to do the next step in a long process.  In some places,
(not Menu Mode), you can press <OPTION> and the Option Line will tell you
everything you can do.  Sometimes the Option Line will do this whether you ask
or not.  Generally, the Option Line is where you look first for instructions.
The second line is the Error Line.  It says stuff that won't fit on the Option
Line or tells you when something is wrong.  Normally the Error Line is blank
and if there is something there, you probably will have to do what is requested



before continuing.

The third and fourth lines are the *Status Field.  It has information about the
box and a few other things.  First you are told  how many cards you have used
and how many remain.  Next UCASE or UPlow indicates how Caps Lock is set.  The
Data Drive, (1 or 2), is the disk drive that has the data disk or *box.  On the
second line of the Status Field, you first have the name of the box.  Then you
are told if you have selected noisy or quiet keys.  Lastly, the field tells you
what mode you are in.

If ever you come to a point where you don't know what's going on, check the
Option and Error Lines before doing anything rash.  NEVER EXIT HOMECARD EXCEPT
WITH THE <X> KEY FROM THE MENU MODE.  USE OF THE SYSTEM RESET KEY TO EXIT CAN
DAMAGE THE BOX.  Actually, what can happen is that you leave things halfway
done which amounts to the same thing.

Making a Box

This comes first because HomeCard will let you do almost nothing until you have
a box to work with.  You need a blank disk.  HOMECARD WILL DESTROY ANY
INFORMATION THAT WAS ON THIS DISK BEFORE.  Press the <M> key.  You will get a
*Sure Prompt to which you type <Y> or <N>, then you will be asked if you want
to *format the disk.  If the disk has never been used, format it.  Next you are
asked to type the box name and <RETURN>.  Your entry will appear in the box
name space at the bottom of the display.  Because you are now editing, you can
set <CAPS>, (upper and lower case) or <SH CAPS>, (upper case only) if you like.
 This one of those BDV's and stays with the box.  When you press <RETURN>,
starting information will be written on the disk.  If this is your first box,
the program will provide all of this; if you <M>ake a disk after you <G>et one,
the made disk will have all of the BDV's of the first disk and no cards.  If
you exit the disk name with the <START> key, (not recommended), you may
immediately make your first card.  Otherwise, you will be next provided with
the *Title Card and the *Edit Mode.

The Title Card is not a regular card.  If your box is addresses, the cards will
have information about various people.  The Title Card has information about
the rest of the cards.  For example, the first line might say "Person's Name"
and the second "Person's Address".  These labels can be used later to remember
how you have decided to store information on each card.  It is important to be
consistant if you want the Find Mode to work as well as it can.  To exit the
Title Card, press <START>.  Whenever you are *editing a card, the <ESC> key can
be used to exit.  If you use <ESC> the new information you might have just
typed is ignored and the old data is read back onto the card.  This is useful
if you change your mind about changing the card.  The box is now made.  Notice
that there are alot of new *Menu Mode options open to you.  Ignore these for
now and press <START> to go the *Display Mode.

Parade Labels

Your first use of *parade labels will be tricky.  You probably don't really
know what they're for.  You don't know why you need them.  Oh well.  Every
front card has eight holes at the top.  Each of these is associated with a
label that says what it means when that hole is ripped.  For example, if the
box is a general name, address, phone list, hole 1 might mean a local phone.
Hole 2 could be his friends while hole 3 means hers.  Hole 4 might be for
emergency numbers.  Hole 5 for family numbers.  Hole 6 could be your christmas



mailing list.  Let's see, two more holes.  Hole 7 for cards you know are wrong
but want to change later when you have the info and think about it.  (You can
parade on 7 occasionally to remind yourself where you need to make changes.)
In hole 8 we put dreaded enemies from the ancient past, people whose only use
is the viscious application of hate mail and prank phone calls, (no
endorsement, just my joke).  Now that we have all of these ideas, type <N> for
new labels.  Edit the card, putting each label (Local Phone, Friends, His,
etc.) on one line.  The card will only let you type 8 lines of 16 characters
each.  Parade labels are BDV's.  In the future, if you wish to edit a label you
can but remember this.  EVERY CHANGED LABEL RESETS THE CORRESPONDING HOLE ON
EVERY CARD.  So if later you outgrow prank phone calls or spend time in jail
for same and change Dreaded Enemies to Left-Handed Eskimos, all cards will have
an unripped hole 8.  If you changed the word 'Enemies' to 'enemies' the same
thing will occur.  The box assumes that when you edit a label, you are
assigning a new use to the hole.  Only labels that are changed affect their
holes.  Notice that I said 'edit the card' rather quickly?  Well we learn a
little more about that very soon...

Creating a Card

Cards are Created in the *Display Mode which is available from almost anywhere
by use of the <START> key.  Display is the hub mode of the program and if you
look at the *flowchart at the end of all this, you will see that most other
things start at the Display Mode.  Press the <OPTION> key.  The scrolling line
you see is a list of the common options available in Display Mode.  In Display,
it is not neccesary to type <OPTION> before using these keys, scroll is just
there to remind you of what is available.  Type the <C> key.

Notice that the border is now red and that the mode advice says we are in the
*Edit Mode.  That means that its time for a new chapter.

Editing a Card

You get to the Edit Mode by typing <E> to change a card, <C> to create a new
front card, <O> or <DOWN ARROW> to create a new back, or <T> to see or change
the Title card.  However you got here, your border is red.  If you are used to
the Atari editor, you will notice a few changes.  The key repeat is faster and
happens sooner.  Tab works evenly on each line.  The <RETURN> key always puts
you on the start of the next line.  The <BREAK> key does nothing at all.  Users
of older machines will notice that the key sound is adjustable with the volume
control.  <CAPS> and <SH CAPS> tell you how you are set, (at the bottom of the
screen).  By the way, SHIFTLOCK is a BDV.  You might notice later that in
Display and most other places, you are in UCASE, but the box remembers...  Type
some characters, (no CTRL's, please).  Try the CTRL arrows.  Try <RETURN>.  Get
some type on every line.  Now try <CTRL DELETE>.  If you are on a card front,
only the line you are on will be 'gobbled'.  If you are on a back, the whole
text moves left and up.  Remember that fronts are 12 lines and backs are one
very long line.  <CTRL INSERT> works the same way.  Now try <SH DELETE>.  What
you get is a sure prompt.  Type <Y> and 'gobble' the line you are on.  All
following lines are moved up.  Now put the *cursor at the first space on the
last line and press <CTRL G>, (Get Buffer).  The 'gobbled' line reappears as
the last line.  Now move the cursor up a few lines and over to the right a
little and press <CTRL G> again.  Now the same information that you just put on
the bottom line appears at the cursor and PUSHES EVERYTHING OVER.  If you are
on a front, the current line is moved; if you are on a back, everything beyond
the cursor moves.  Get Buffer is a very powerful and confusing function.
Here's how it works:



    Every time you move the cursor or type, you wipe and restart the buffer.
    If you delete a line or lines they go to the buffer.
    If you delete a character or characters they go to the buffer.
    If you clear a card it goes to the buffer.
    The buffer knows if it has characters, lines, or a card.
    If the buffer has characters, they are placed at the cursor and...
    If you are on a front, the line is pushed off, (not to the buffer),
otherwise...
    If you are on a back the card is pushed off, (not to the buffer).
    If the buffer has lines they are placed at the beginning of the line that
the cursor is on and...
    If you are on a front the line you are on is lost, otherwise...
    If you are on a back the last line/lines on the card are lost.
    If the buffer has a card you are asked what to do with it...
    If you say <Y> Replace card with buffer, the buffer completely replaces
everything on the card, otherwise...
    If you say <N> Replace Card, and <Y> Use Buffer for Parts, the buffer is
treated like it was collected as characters instead of as a whole card record,
otherwise
    If you <N> to both, no change occurs.
    If the contents of the buffer fit on the card, the buffer remains unchanged
and can be used again to dump a duplicate elsewhere, otherwise...
    If the buffer did not fit in the space you gave it on the card, you will
see the advice 'Buffer Not Emptied'.  When this happens the information you
just dumped comes out of the buffer and it contains what was left.
    Be careful when using the buffer in the last way.  The last use will
usually empty the buffer with space left on the card.  After this that last
piece of buffer acts just like any other buffer that fits on the card and can
dump repeatedly.

Confused?  All of these rules let you use the buffer to pull a card apart and
put it back together in radically different order quickly.  Once you get used
to the flexibility, everything is a breeze, so play with it until you can
predict what the buffer will do.  One last thing.  Information that is lost
when you Get the buffer is gone.  Nothing goes into the buffer while stuff is
coming out.

While we are still on the card, there are a number of special keys to see.
Most CTRL keys do nothing, but there are a few exceptions.  Type <CTRL D>.
That funny thing is a telephone.  When you place a telephone on the card with a
number immediately following, (No spaces.  Dashes, etc. are O.K.), the autodial
function can find and dial the number.  If you intend to use autodial, place
telephones before all your numbers.  Telephones and all other off-the-wall
characters print as a '#' to the MERGE and printer.  Just to prove that you
have an Atari, press <CTRL B>.  Card color is a BDV and will be saved to disk
when you leave Edit Mode.  Try <CTRL S>.  Now type something.  Another BDV.
The display says 'QUIET'.  <CTRL S> will turn key click back on if you like.
Quiet keys make me insecure!  Type <CTRL T>.  This is why you wanted good
information on the Title Card.  It is available from Edit for reference.  Be
careful.  When you are looking at the Title Card it allows changes.  To get
back to the edit card press <ESC>.  (If you press <START>, you go back to the
Display Mode and all changes on both the edit card and the Title Card are saved
to the box.)

You should now be on the edit card again.  The only key left is <OPTION>, time



for a new chapter.

Edit Options - Marking Cards for Parade

Here you are with a red border and Edit Mode but what you really want to do is
rip some holes.  (What?)  The Edit Options are available form the Edit Mode.
You get them by pressing <OPTION>.  There's that scrolling line again.  Unlike
the Display options, you need the <OPTION> key to do most of the Edit options.
The reason is that Edit uses most available keys for other things.  To get back
to Edit, (don't do it yet), use <X>.  Reading the scrolling line we find that
this is where we set parade holes.  The <UP ARROW> rips the hole by the
pointer, the <DOWN ARROW> covers rips.  Try these.  Covered rips look like
unripped holes to Parade, but the tab is there to remind you that this hole was
once ripped.  The <LEFT ARROW> and <RIGHT ARROW> move the pointer back and
forth.  In addition to the Parade stuff, you can get the Title Card from here.
Each card can have one, some, or all of its holes ripped.  A card with all
holes ripped will come up in all possible parades.  Of course, the box keeps a
record of all the rips.

The Parade Mode

Finally we get to something thats not exactly typing!  Start in the Display
Mode.  Press <P>.  Now the border is yellow and the mode advice says "PARADE".
Options are scrolling by.  You probably have no idea why anyone would put a box
on parade so we'll start with some explanations.

Parade Mode uses a *flagged file search to display cards with certain
attributes while ignoring all others.  In other words, you can look for cards
with hole 1 ripped.  You can look for cards with hole 1 AND 2 ripped.  You can
look for cards with hole 2 OR hole 4 ripped.  AND parades are called Every
Parade.  OR parades are called Any Parade.  Using our earlier name/address
example, we can find all her local family, or anyone that is his or is an
enemy.  While in the vestibule of Parade, (right here), we can turn on and off
which holes we want to consider for parade.  The collection of stars that
results from setting and unsetting the match stars is called the *Parade Mask,
(PMASK for short).  PMASK is a BDV.  If more than one star is set we need to
make a choice to parade.  We can parade cards which match Any set star or only
cards which match Every set star.  If there is only on star set, Any and Every
work the same.  If you have holes ripped on cards, set only one star and start
the parade.  If you don't have any rips, make one and come back here...  Now
everyone has some rips and one star set to a hole that is ripped on some card.
Parade Any or Every.

Now our *Option Line gives us more decisions to make.  We can parade upward or
we can parade downward or we can just leave.  Everybody press the <RIGHT ARROW>
and hold it down.  Parade 'wraps the deck', that is, when it has seen your last
card it goes to the first and starts over.  As it wraps it goes 'ding' to say
that we may be looking at cards we have already seen.  If there are no matches,
no cards show.  Parade just goes 'ding, ding, ding', to indicate that it is
wrapping over and over again.  That's what is happening right now to those who
didn't take my advice and rip some cards.  Unless you have been very busy with
the box, there aren't very many cards in it yet.  As the number grows, you will
begin to appreciate the power of Parade.  2ØØ electronic cards are no less
tedious to thumb through than 2ØØ index cards, but with Parade you can weed out
the cards you know you don't want and just look at the rest.  HomeCard always
has a record of the holes on all cards in memory so cards don't have to be read



to check for Parade.  The result is that you effectively reduce the size of the
box if you have some idea of what you're looking for.  The fastest way out of
Parade, (and almost anywhere else), is <START>.  If you want JUST a certain
card, there is a more selective search function called Find but we're going to
save that for a while.  Right now we have all of the Display Mode to explore.

The Display Mode

If HomeCard is not in Display Mode, press <START>.  Here we are at the very
center of the HomeCard universe, (spooky!).  If you have an Option Line advice
that is telling you to make a card, you are reading this in the wrong place.
Go back to Creating a Card.  Other things that have already been covered in
other areas are <P>arade, <E>dit, <S>elect keysound, and <B>ad choice of key
for Card Color.  <F>ind, <H>ardcopy, and <D>ial will be discussed later in the
Find, Printer, and Telephone sections.  That leaves us with just a few things
to cover.  Don the thinking caps.

Press <OPTION>.  The scrolling items tell you what you can do in Display Mode.
In Display Mode, these are usable with or without the <OPTION> key.  Pressing
<OPTION> just reminds you of what they are.

Display Mode is where cards are made and broken.  The <C> key is used to create
new cards.  These cards are fronts; they are blank; they are presented for
edit.  The <K> key is used to kill cards.  The Kill process gets complicated.
First HomeCard makes sure you really want to kill a card.  Then, (if you were
sure), it checks to see if the card is a front.  If the card is a front and has
no backs, it is killed out of hand.  If the card is a front but has backs,
HomeCard tells you so and asks if you still want to kill it.  This is because
WHEN YOU KILL A FRONT CARD THAT HAS BACKS, ALL OF THE BACKS ARE KILLED AS WELL,
ALWAYS.  It's just possible that there is information on the backs that you
want saved.  If so, move the information to other cards with Clear and Get
Buffer before deleting the stack under this front.  If the card is a BACK,
HomeCard tells you that it is deleting THIS BACK ONLY.  What happens is that
the card that you are looking at is removed from its stack and the card which
is its parent is connected to its daughter, (if any).  So if you are looking at
card 2 which is the back of card 1 and has card 3 under it, when you kill 2, 3
becomes the back of 1.  When you kill a card, HomeCard finds another one for
its display.  WHICH one is somewhat deterministic.

<O>ver or <DOWN ARROW> are used to go from a card to its back.  If there is no
such back, an offer to create one is made.  This is how back cards are born.
If you create a back, it is offered for immediate edit.  Remember that you can
go up, (toward front card), down, (toward back card), left, (toward earlier
front card), and right, (toward later front card) in the box.  Of the four
directions, down is the only direction that has the potential to create a new
card.  If you end up accidentally getting the offer and you aren't interested,
type <N>.

The <G> and <UP ARROW> keys take you from a back card towards the front of its
stack.  If you are at a front, nothing happens at all.

Now we can go up and down in card stacks, if we could only jump from one front
to the next.  You probably already know what comes next.  The Next/Last card
keys are the same in the Display Mode as in Parade and Find.  To get the next
card, you press <RIGHT ARROW> or '>'.  To go backwards in the box, you press



<LEFT ARROW> or '<'.  When you come to the end of the box, it 'wraps' back to
the first card and goes 'ding' to tell you what happened.  When you wrap
backward from the first card, you get the last one and a 'ding'.  If you hold
down the next/last keys, cards will be shown in the order that they were made
until you release the key.  Next/Last only show front cards.

(1)st Card is used to move directly to the first card in the deck.  (T)itle
Card is the same from Display Mode as it is from Edit.

This is as good a place as any to discuss the Console keys in detail.  OPTION,
SELECT, and START have special purposes in HomeCard.  OPTION is used to show
you what keys you can use in the Display Mode and to make options available in
the Edit Mode.  In Parade Mode, OPTION highlights the keys that control the
star on/off and pointer left/right functions.

SELECT is used to get from most places, directly to the Menu Mode.  Sometimes
you will use it because its easy to find and sometimes you will use it to
escape from someplace you really don't want to be.

START is like SELECT.  It is a fast exit to the Display Mode from most places.
In a few places, START works a little differently.  At these times the Option
Line tells you what START will do.

The Find Mode

Find is a full text search that lets you find a card if all you know about it
is one or two words on the card.  It also allows you to see all cards which
contain one or more words.  In addition, you can tell Find that the word you
want is on any certain line or you can say that it can be found anywhere on the
front of the card.  Find allows you to use up to 12 such words.  Each found
card will contain any or all of your words according to your choice.  Here's
how it works.

First you press <F> from the Display Mode.  The Mode Advice should now say
'FIND' and the border should be green.  Now you make a decision.  If you use
more than one word, you can look for cards what have all of your words, (where
you say they should be), or cards that have any of your words, (where you
say...).  Lets make an example of an 'EVERY' find.  Press <E>.  Now you are
looking for a card with every word you specify.

Now that we know what we are doing, we need to tell HomeCard when to do it.  If
this is your first Find since turning on HomeCard, you should have an edit
cursor on a blank card.  If you have done Find already, your old match words
will be on the card.  Edit these just like a regular card.  Each line can only
have one word.  The words should be against the left margin if you wish to find
them only on the line you type them on.  If you want to find them anywhere on
any front card, type a '*' and then the word, (no space between).  Starred
words are tested against the whole card.  When typing find matches, you are
stuck in upper case.  The reason for this is that Find converts everything to
upper case anyway and starting with upper case matches saves some time when
searching.  Case conversion means that if you say you want to find DOG, Find
will discover DOG, or Dog, or dog as matches.  There are two restrictions on
Find Filters, (what you are typing now).  Your match words can't contain spaces
at all.  When reading your words, Find stops at the first space it sees.  This
means that word clumps have to be discovered by Find as separate words.
Because you can only type one word on each line, Find can only find one
SPECIFIC LINE MATCH for each line.  O.K., that makes sense but suppose you wish



to find 'Charles Starks' on the first line of a card.  (This is Chuck's
name/address/phone card.)

I have no idea what is on your cards to Find, so I am going to use some of mine
as an example.  If you already have alot of finished cards, you can substitute
your own example words, otherwise just read along any try it later.

If you are in my family, you have alot of 'Starks' cards and you know a number
of 'Charles', so you do this.  Type 'CHARLES' as the Find Filter for the first
line, (where you expect it to be on the card).  Then type '*STARKS' on any
other line.  Now do an EVERY find.  Find will now only match cards which have
'Charles', (any case), on the first line, (which is where you keep your names),
AND 'Starks' on some line of the card.  Such tricks can fool Find into doing
exactly what you want.

Now I assume you have some text on the Find Filter card.  One final note...
Find Filters are NOT BDV's so they are only remembered while HomeCard is in
use, however, because they are program dependant instead of box dependant, they
will remain the same even if you change boxes.  This allows you to search
several boxes of cards for the same type of stuff without retyping.  You can
exit Find Filters by pressing <START> or <ESC>.  This is just like leaving Edit
Mode.  If you press <START>, find will use what you just typed as filters.  If
you press <ESC>, find will try to use whatever the filters were before you just
typed, (it will not see changes).  THIS IS ONE OF ONLY TWO PLACES WHERE THE
<START> KEY WILL NOT TAKE YOU TO THE DISPLAY MODE.  Here it just takes you to
the next part of Find.  Press <START> or <ESC>.

From here, Find is very much like Parade.  You can search up or down in the
deck.  Unlike Parade, Find has to read each card to see if it matches your
filters, so when you press to go up or down, HomeCard starts reading cards.  If
it finds a match, it stops and shows the card.  You can go on searching or
leave to the Display Mode.  If you want to leave while Find is still looking,
press <START> or <SELECT> and 'bail out' to the Display or Menu Modes.

Copying the Box

It's a good idea to have an exact duplicate of any important box hidden away
just in case the cat decides to eat the one you normally use.  <B>ackup disk is
designed to make such duplicates.  In addition, <B>ackup can be used to split a
group of cards into a new box if you find one box too small for the variety of
stuff you have put into it.  This is how Backup works...

Start in the Menu Mode.  If you have two disk drives, make sure that you are
using drive 2 as your Data Drive.  If you are using drive 1, change to 2 with
the <D> option and then <G>et your box again.

Now press <B>.  Questions again.  In the Menu Mode, most of your question and
answer sessions occur as scrolling text between the menu and the Option Line.
Unlike other modes where the Option Line contains your clues to what is
happening, in the Menu Mode you need to focus a little higher.  You are being
asked if you want to Backup the whole box or if you just to want to move some
cards.  If you use the Current Parade Mask, the Backup utility will copy cards
that would qualify in an ANY parade with whatever star set you currently have
set.  If you want to parade mask and you're not sure what stars are set, exit
and go find out.  Otherwise, answer <Y> or <N>.  From now to the end of Backup,
HomeCard will busily move information from one card to another.  Several things



are important to note.

The Target disk is assumed to be at least blank.  If you have never formatted
it, you need to when asked.  If it is not a blank disk but is formatted, don't
bother unless the data on the disk has been 'wimpy'.  HOMECARD WILL WRITE OVER
ANYTHING ALREADY ON THE DISK.  Drive 1 is always the target drive.  If you are
using drive 2 as the data drive, HomeCard copies from drive 2 to drive 1 and
assumes everything is in the right place once it begins.  If you are using
drive 1 for the data drive, HomeCard will tell you when it wants to read and
when it wants to write.  A full copy of a full box requires about 12 swaps
during 1 drive copy.

If you just want to clone part of the box, go to the Parade Mode and set the
parade stars to match.  Backup will copy any cards that match any of the set
stars with any of their rips.  Come back and do a parade mask Backup.  The new
box will be a subset of the old one.  The old box will remain unchanged.

Using the Printer

Sometimes seeing cards on the screen is not enough.  Perhaps you would to make
actual 3x5 cards of your HomeCard information, or maybe you would like to just
use 3 or 4 lines on printed mailing labels.  Whenever you need HomeCard data on
printed paper you need to set output first.  In addition to printer setup,
Output Set allows you make a normal disk file of information that would
normally go to a printer.  This creates files that can be used as input
information by other programs.  When you select the disk as your output
destination, the output file name is always D1:MERGE.  But we're way ahead of
ourselves; let's talk about the printer.

Output Set offers you 5 choices.  You can <O>n, O<F>f, <W>ipe, <S>et, or
<A>uto.  Most of these require that the printer be Set and if it's not, they
will land you in the Set function before continuing so we'll start with Set.

If all the printer, (or disk), could do was to duplicate exactly what you see
on the screen, it would be of very little use.  What you need is a way to
selectively print any information in any way you like.  Set allows you to do
this.  First it asks if you wish to use Disk or Printer.  If you use the Disk
option, output will go to the file D1:MERGE.  Most of the time you will want to
send information to the printer so from now on I'll just call the output device
the printer.  After you have chosen your output device, you will be asked if
you wish to Reformat Print.  Usually you will, so you want to type <Y>.  Now
you are telling HomeCard what the print will look like on the printed sheet.

Let's start with some background information.  Most printers put 66 lines of 8Ø
characters on a standard 8 1/2 by 11 sheet of paper.  This gives 1Ø characters
per inch with 1/4 side borders and 6 lines per inch with no top or bottom
borders at all.  a 3x5 card is, (naturally), 3 inches by 5 inches which means
18 lines of 5Ø characters with no borders.  HomeCard would make 3x5 cards with
1/2 inch top and bottom margins, a 1 inch left margin and a right margin of
just under 1 inch.  This is 32 characters by 12 lines.  Now the problem with
this is that if you are printing on 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper, there is 1 card
wide, 3 cards tall, and 12 lines left at the bottom of the sheet.  HomeCard
allows you to breeze over this little problem, (and many other similar
difficulties), with customized print formatting.



We'll assume that you have decided to reformat output and that the display now
says "Format 1-8  Custom  ESC".  There are eight ready made formats available
for printing.  Each is designed to provide for a specific need.

Format 1:
  Left margin            4
  Right margin           3
  Top margin             14
  Bottom margin          3
  Characters per line    32
  Lines per Card         12
  Cards wide             1
  Cards tall             1
  Space at bottom        Ø
3x5 cards, 1 across, 1 tall
12 fields of 32 characters
This is for continous form 3x5 cards.

Format 2:
  Left margin            4
  Right margin           3
  Top margin             14
  Bottom margin          3
  Characters per line    32
  Lines per Card         12
  Cards wide             1
  Cards tall             3
  Space at bottom        12
3x5 cards, 1 across, 3 tall, 12 extra spaces at page bottom
12 fields of 32 characters
This maps 3 cards on one printer page in normal card format.

Format 3/4/5/6:
  Left margin            2
  Right margin           1
  Top margin             1
  Bottom margin          1
  Characters per line    32
  Lines per Card         4
  Cards wide             1/2/3/4
  Cards tall             1
  Space at bottom        Ø
Mailing labels 1" tall, 3 1/2 inches wide, 1/2/3/4 across, 1 tall.
Four lines of 32 characters.

Format 7:
  Left margin            1Ø
  Right margin           Ø
  Top margin             Ø
  Bottom margin          Ø
  Characters per line    64
  Lines per Card         1
  Cards wide             1
  Cards tall             58
  Space at bottom        8
This is a special format that prints any two lines of a card as though they
were one long line.  This makes double columns of the lines if your information



This is a special format that prints any two lines of a card as though they
were one long line.  This makes double columns of the lines if your information

is lined up on the left margin of the cards.  Each card printed takes up one
line.  58 cards are printed on a page and then 8 linefeeds are added to bring
the printer to the top of a 66 line form.

Format 8:
  Left margin            1Ø
  Right margin           Ø
  Top margin             Ø
  Bottom margin          Ø
  Characters per line    96
  Lines per Card         1
  Cards wide             1
  Cards tall             58
  Space at bottom        8
This is just like format 7 but 3 adjacent lines of the card are printed as one
line.  Notice that 8Ø column printers will not print 96 columns correctly, (the
printer will add a linefeed that you don't want).  There are two solutions to
this.  You can set the printer to narrow (132 column) mode if the printer
supports this option or you can set format 8 and then reset Custom, specifying
an 8Ø character line instead of 96.  If you specify an 8Ø character line, only
the first 16 characters of the third card line will be printed.  This is fine
if the columnar record is 'Name, Address, Phone', or something similar and you
only use 16 characters on the third card line anyway.

Custom print formatting was mentioned briefly above in format 8.  The reason I
introduced it that way is that usually you don't want to start a custom format
from scratch.  When you specify 'Custom', you are given the old values of all
the format variables and need to change only the ones you don't like.  If a
value is fine, just type <RETURN> and go on to the next.  This lets you make
custom formats more quickly by setting a standard format first and then
'adjusting' to suit.  The print variables are BDV's so once you set a favorite
custom format, its variables will be there until you choose something
different... even between uses of HomeCard.  To reinstall such a stored custom
format, specify Custom and then just <RETURN> over all of the old values.

It may not be obvious how the print variables are being used, so I'll explain
them.  What the specify is that you have so many cards high and so many cards
wide on a 'sheet'.  Each card has definate margins and so many lines of so many
characters.  Below all of these cards there is so much extra blank space at the
bottom of the 'sheet'.  The total number of characters across the sheet is
(left margin plus right margin plus characters per line) multiplied by the
number of cards wide.  The total number of lines on the sheet is (top margin
plus lines per card plus bottom margin) multiplied by the number of cards high
with the extra bottom space then added.  More confused than ever?  We're not
quite done yet.

If you specify more than 32 characters in a line, HomeCard will take characters
from successive lines to make your count.  If you specify less than 32
characters, characters near the ends of lines will not be printed.

After you choose or setup a format, you are informed of the size of the
resulting page.  Your choices have resulted in a number of fields, (lines), to
fill.  Just because you have 3 fields does NOT mean that you have to print the
first 3 lines of each card.  We have arrived at the print matrix.  Each card
has 12 lines.  For each printed field, you specify Ø to 12.  1 to 12 are lines



first 3 lines of each card.  We have arrived at the print matrix.  Each card
has 12 lines.  For each printed field, you specify Ø to 12.  1 to 12 are lines
from the card and Ø means that this line is white space.  The white space lets

you print separate records on one card with spaces and so forth.  The only rule
for the matrix is that each printed line must begin at a card line or be white
space.  You can print whichever card lines you like and in any order.  Now
HomeCard asks you if you are happy.  If so, type <Y> to exit, otherwise type
<N> and start again.  Setup resets the printer regardless of former status and
leaves the printer, (or disk), off.  The other printer functions are a little
more touchy.

Once the printer has been Setup, you need to decide how to use it.  Of the
three choices available <H>ardcopy is the easiest to learn and use.  You
<H>ardcopy from the Display mode.  The printer must be Setup but <O>ff.  (If
the printer is on, HomeCard assumes that you are in the middle of some other
use.)  Just press <H>.  The displayed card is sent to the printer.  If you have
Setup a format that places more than one card on a page, the single card will
be printed on a full page that is otherwise blank.  This open / use once /
close treatment is exclusive to Hardcopy.

If you intend to print several cards and don't want each to occupy a whole
page, use Setup to turn the printer <O>n and then <H>ardcopy.  The prompt
'Buffer in use, add this card?' will appear in the Option and Error lines.
Type <Y> and the card will be added to the buffer.  When the printer is On, it
may not print every time you send a card.  The printer handler places an entire
page into the printer buffer before sending anything and a page can contain
many cards.  When the printer is On, all cards found in Parade and Find are
automatically sent to the print buffer.  Parade and Find otherwise work
normally.  When you are done sending cards, go to Output setup again and turn
the printer O<F>f.  This is necessary because when the printer is turned off,
any half-full page in the buffer is printed.

The third way to use the printer is to use Output Setup to select the Auto
mode.  When Auto is set, Parade and Find acquire slightly different
personalities.  Instead of begining on whatever card was showing when you
entered Parade or Find, they always start at the first card.  Instead of
waiting for you to tell them to go on when they've found a card, they continue
on their merry way.  Instead of wrapping to the first card when they finish the
last, they close the printer buffer, (printing any partial page), and return
you to the Display Mode.  As all of this suggests, Parade and Find are used
with the printer Auto feature to selectively print all of some type of card.
It's a good idea to set Parade stars or Find filters and look through the deck
WITHOUT the printer on Auto first to make sure you want what will be printed.
Then set Auto and take off!

Whenever you turn the printer On or select the Auto feature, two things are
checked.  If the printer is not setup, you are guided to set it up before
talking to it.  If the printer is already On for some reason, you are told so
and offered the choice of Wiping, Sending, or Aborting.  If you wipe the
buffer, any cards on a partial page will be ignored and the printer will be
turned off.  If you send the buffer, you are basically doing the Off function
described above.  If you abort, you are leaving the buffer intact and not doing
your new job with it.

As promised, we now diverge to the subject of box duplication.  If you try to
Backup box when the printer is On, HomeCard will treat you as though you want
to re-open an open printer.  The reason for this is that the buffer space used
by the printer is also used by Backup.  As just described, you can wipe the



to re-open an open printer.  The reason for this is that the buffer space used
by the printer is also used by Backup.  As just described, you can wipe the
buffer, send it, or abort the Backup.

HomeCard on the Phone

Like the use of the printer, use of the Autodial part of HomeCard has several
different and separate parts.  Before you do anything else, you need to decide
what kind of dialer you have.  There are three kinds.  The first is called
Tone.

I make no guarantees that tone dialing will work for you.  Some things I DO
know.  It won't work with phones which aren't equipped with Touch-Tone (TM)
service.  This service has very little to do with what kind of phone you have.
The inexpensive push-button phones don't actually send tones over the telephone
line.  They make tones for you to hear and then send fast pulses over the line.
 This doesn't mean that you don't have Touch-Tone, it just means that these
phones don't really use it if you do.  On the other hand, a rotary (pulse) dial
phone works fine on a Touch-Tone line, so its possible to have a tone line and
pulse equipment.  In addition to these confusing circumstances, some tone lines
are Centrex, (born tone exchanges), and others are on older exchanges which
have been converted for tone service availability.  In short, the Tone dialing
option is a desperate last attempt to provide autodial for those of you with no
modem at all.  Tone works by placing roughly the right tones into the telephone
receiver through your monitor speaker.  The frequencies of these tones are
within the lock range of standard equipment but waveform and volume problems
may interfere with correct operation even when everything else is ideal.
Plainly, no promises.

The second kind of dialing is the Hayes option.  This assumes that you have an
Atari 85Ø interface with a Hayes or equivalent modem.  The actual program code
that makes the Hayes option work is split between the program loader and the
main HomeCard, so to guarantee that the Hayes option works right, don't play
around with your master HomeCard disk.

The third kind of dialing is the 1Ø3Ø option.  When you select this option,
HomeCard gets some of the required code from the modem at the time you set the
option.  Without honestly being sure, I think that the 1Ø3Ø option is the only
one that requires you to Set dialer every time you load HomeCard, (to get this
code).

Whichever option you choose; Tone, Hayes, or 1Ø3Ø, before you try to dial
anything you need to use (S)et Dialer, (in the Functions Menu), to tell
HomeCard how you'll be dialing.  If you have set 1Ø3Ø before, and you switch to
Hayes, HomeCard gives you a procedure to follow and loads from scratch.  Don't
be alarmed.  This is necessary to get rid of old 1Ø3Ø code in favor of new
Hayes code.  The three kinds of dialing require different things from you so
when you have figured out which to use, play with dialing until you feel
comfortable with it.  The places where the dialing types differ are in the
need, (or lack of), to Set Dialer each time you load HomeCard and in what you
do after you tell HomeCard to dial and it has found your number.

After all that, I assume that you have Set Dialer from the Functions Menu very
recently.  Now we get to the numbers.  HomeCard finds numbers on cards by
searching for the (CTRL D) character on cards.  This character must be DIRECTLY
before the number with no spaces between.  HomeCard only finds the first number



searching for the (CTRL D) character on cards.  This character must be DIRECTLY
before the number with no spaces between.  HomeCard only finds the first number
on a card and reads the number from the (CTRL D) character to the next space.
It's fine to use dashes (-) in your numbers if you like.

You dial numbers from the Display Mode with the (D) key.  When you press (D),
HomeCard checks to make sure that you have set a dialer type.  If you have, it
looks for a number to dial on the card you see.  If it can't find the (CTRL D)
on the card, it says so, otherwise it takes you through the steps to connect
using your type of dialer.  This is the part that varies the most between
dialer types.  Play with your choice until it becomes natural.

Appendix A

Glossary

Back Card
  Any card which is the daughter of another.  When a card is created by the
Over key, it is a back card and is 'behind' whatever card was out of the box
when the back was created.  Back cards have no Parade rips and are seen by
HomeCard as one very long line of text.  The Find and Parade functions ignore
back cards.  Backs are used for supplemental information about a front card.
When a front card has backs, it is 'spiral bound'.

BDV
  Box Dependant Variable.  Some value that HomeCard needs and keeps with the
data box, (disk).  These values change without notice when you Get a new box.
When you change a BDV, HomeCard stores the new value to the data disk.

Box
  The contents of the HomeCard data disk.  The box contains 233 cards,
information about how the cards are connected, the card rips, and the BDV's.

Box Dependant Variables
  See BDV.

Card
  The basic information retrieval unit of HomeCard.  Each card is 384
characters long and has associated information concerning its intended uses and
relation to other cards.  Cards are classified as front cards, back cards, and
special cards. (See.)

Computerese
  A dialect of most modern languages.  Computerese was probably originally
invented to create mystique in the white-coat havens of the main-frame
computer.  As time passed, the dialect has passed through the hands of
inventors, scientists, engineers, and hackers to become a rich infusion of near
meaningless gibberish, superstitious worship words, and hopelessly short-handed
mathspeak.  Surprisingly, this gibberish is well suited to discussions
concerning computers, which are correspondingly confusing in their own right.
Computerese blends the proper portions of exactness and irony required by any
poor trapped fool who has undertaken to communicate meaningfully with a
machine.  I hope that clears things up some.

Cursor
  I thought everyone knew what a cursor was but I find that I was wrong.  A
recent and authoritative dictionary I have on hand does not even define
'cursor'.  Well, a cursor is a signal device that tells the human that the



recent and authoritative dictionary I have on hand does not even define
'cursor'.  Well, a cursor is a signal device that tells the human that the
computer expects the keyboard to be typed.  In addition, the cursor tells where
the computer will show the stuff that comes out of the keyboard when it is
typed.  ...and I thought everybody knew that...  Must be computerese.

Daughter
  Any card which is behind another card.  In HomeCard, all backs are daughters.
 No fronts are daughters.  A back may be the daughter of a front or another
back.

Ding
  HomeCardSpeak for 'I have just jumped from the last back to the first card or
vice-versa'.

Ding-Ding
  HomeCardSpeak for 'There is something on the Option Line that you should see
before you do anything else'.

Ding-Dong
  Just like Ding-Ding but something's on the Error Line, one line lower.

Display Mode
  The main hub of HomeCard.  This is where you go between doing other things.
Get here by pressing <START>.  Purple border.

Edit
  Change.  In HomeCard, type on a card.

Edit Mode
  This is where you type on the card that is out of the box.  You get to Edit
Mode from Display Mode by pressing <E>.  Also, when you make a new card, you
get thrown into Edit on the assumption that you would not have made a card
unless you wanted to write something on it.  Edit Mode is also used to get to
Edit Options where you rip and cover Parade holes.

Error Line
  The third line from the bottom of the screen.  The Error Line is used to give
you information that won't fit on the Option Line, (usually when an error has
occured).  If you need to see the Error Line before you do anything else,
HomeCard will tell you so by saying, "Ding-Dong".

Find Mode
  A search procedure that matches supplied text with the text on all front
cards.  Find Mode has a green border.

Flag
  As a verb, to mark for special attention.  Ripped Parade holes are flags for
the Parade match function.

Flowchart
  A diagram that indicates the precedence of procedures.  A map of what happens
next and why.  The HomeCard flowchart is actually more like a block diagram
because it doesn't show decisions, only access routes.  By the way, the
HomeCard flowchart uses 'X' to indicate the ends of two way streets and '<' or
'>' to show direction on one-way streets.  You might want to trace over box
borders in one color and streets in another to make the HomeCard flowchart
easier to read.  You could really get fancy and shade each mode and its



borders in one color and streets in another to make the HomeCard flowchart
easier to read.  You could really get fancy and shade each mode and its
functions in a different color to make the mode structure more clear.

Format
  As a verb, format means to structure a disk.  When disks are new, they have
no information on them at all.  To be used, they have to be laid out in sectors

and tracks.  If you try to read or write to a disk with no format, your
computer will not only fail to find the information, it will fail to find the
place where it expects the data to be.  When you format a disk, the information
already on it, (if any), is ignored and destroyed.

Front Card
  A normal card that has Parade rips.  Front cards are made with the Create
key.  When first made, they have no association with other cards and only
become parents.  The Front cards is seen by HomeCard as 12 separate records,
each of which has 32 characters.

Menu Mode
  Where you are when you see the Functions Menu.  This is where HomeCard starts
and where you go when you press <SELECT>.  Menu Mode is the utilities package.

Mode
  A method of operation.  In HomeCard, a place where a group of related things
can be done.

Option Line
  The fourth line from the bottom of the screen.  This is what scrolls options
by for you to use.  The Option Line is also used to tell you how to get out of
wherever you are.  If there is something on the Option Line that you should see
before you go on, HomeCard will tell you so by saying, "Ding-Ding".

Parade
  In HomeCard, the process of of reading up and down through only the cards
which meet certain specifications.

Parade Mask
  The Parade stars.  HomeCard uses the Parade mask to decide which cards you
want to see in Parade.  It can matches every star or any star by your choice.

Parade Mode
  The Place with the yellow border.  Parade Mode is where you go to view or
print only cards with certain combinations of parade hole rips.  You get here
by pressing <P> from the Display Mode.

Parent
  In HomeCard, a parent is a card with another card behind it.  A card becomes
a parent when the Over key is used to make a daughter while the potential
parent is out of the box.

Rip
  Part forcibly.  Actually a misnomer in HomeCard.  A rip is the slot between a
Parade hole and the top of its card created to mark that hole as significant to
the card.

Status Field
  The last two screen lines in HomeCard.  The Status Field has information
about the box and HomeCard current mode.



  The last two screen lines in HomeCard.  The Status Field has information
about the box and HomeCard current mode.

Sure Prompt
  The point and process where the computer stops and asks you if you approve of
what it is about to do.  HomeCard uses these prompts when the next move is very
time consuming or not reversible.  When HomeCard says, "Are You Sure?", you
must type <Y> to continue and may type <N> to escape.

Title Card
  The Title Card is where you store the information about what each line on a
regular front card should contain.  <T> is used to call the Title card from
Display Mode and Edit Options.  <CTRL T> is used to call the Title card from
Edit Mode.  When you get the Title Card, you have an edit cursor and can change
the card if you like.  If you do, you should exit the Title Card with <START>
which will zoom you back to Display Mode.  If you don't change the Title Card
while calling it, use the <ESC> key to exit and you will return to where you
were before calling the Title Card.

Appendix B

HomeCard Flowchart

    This is a unique, and invaluable diagram of ALL the functions of HomeCard,
and may be printed out in one of 2 ways:

    1)  If you have any Atari DOS compatible word processor, such as
Atariwriter, Word Magic, Paperclip, Text Wizard (basically, anything but Letter
Perfect), you must load in the file named FLOWCHRT from side 2 of the HomeCard
disk.  Set your priner formatting commands to 66 lines per page, left margin 1,
and 8Ø columns page width.  Position your paper at the very top of the page,
because the flowchart uses the entire page.

    2)  If you have Atari DOS 2.ØS or DOS 2.5, load the DUP.SYS menu.  Position
your paper in your printer so you'll start printing on the first line of the
page (because the flowchart is 65 lines long).  Select option C (copy file) and
type FLOWCHRT,P:<RETURN>.  Make sure your printer is on-line, and the file will
be printed and formatted automatically.


